Our Mission

Engaging bioimaging scientists across North America by creating an inclusive and supportive community to share, advance and succeed together.

BINA EVENTS

Community Congress
Hybrid meeting providing a chance to connect and network in person as well as virtually

Speaker Series
Scientific and Careers presentations from BINA community members offered virtually

User Groups
Virtual meetings to discuss techniques, technologies and or best practices

Virtual Groups
Virtual meetings to exchange experience on microscopy topics including managing and running core facilities

CORE FACILITIES
Find Core Facilities with technologies you are interested in and see if they are willing to host an Exchange of Experience, demo or are interested in collaborations

EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE
Apply for support for travel and accommodation to visit a facility to learn about new techniques, technologies, or best practices

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Apply for registration support to attend microscopy courses that are part of this BINA Program

WORKING GROUPS
- Builders
- Communications
- Corporate Partners
- Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
- Early Career
- Image Informatics
- Quality Control & Data Mgmt
- Training & Education
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